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LEATHER JACKET

Nasty is a badass and strong  
woman but she also is well known 
for her brutality as well as she is  
a crazy and merciless person. 

In ELEX there are three factions 
and Nasty belongs to the Outlaws 
who live in the rocky, desert 
wasteland of Tavar.

The Outlaws will worship no god, 
They believe in the freedom of 
choice, a world where anyone 
can rise to the top - and fall. Life 
may be harsh, but also the strong 
will be rewarded. That‘s just one 
reason why Nasty is the way she 
is ...

Did you know that you can  
choose Nasty as a companion - 
and maybe for more than that?

BAG

SHOULDER ARMOR // FRONT

BOOTS // FRONT

KNIFE AND BULLETS

STOCKINGS

PANTS

SHOULDER ARMOR // BACK

BOOTS // BACK
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3D MODEL // FRONT 3D MODEL // SIDE 3D MODEL // BACK



HAIRSTYLE
When you live in the waste-
land you don‘t have the time 
for a perfect haircut and can‘t 
wash your hair every day, so 
long hair is also not recom-
mended. 

Nasty has a practical and 
badass looking sidecut. The 
perfect hairstyle for fighting 
and to command all the stu-
pid Outlaw bastards.

BODYPAINT
The wasteland is dirty and 
dusty, it is not necessary 
to take a a shower. You 
will get dirty anyway!
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HAIRSTYLE: SIDE CUT

MAKE-UP
Nastys make-up style is very 
clean and light: The sun would burn 
it away anyway. 

A dark brown or black eyebrow 
pencil highlights Nasty‘s bold 
features perfectly while smokey 
eyes and a little bit of  
rouge on the cheeks still give her  
the feminine touch.



LEATHER JACKET
The leather jacket is made out 
of dark brown leather and black  
leather for the quilted parts.

For weathering just use a sponge, 
a wire brush, sandpaper and 
some spraypaint to make is look 
old and dirty.

SHOULDER ARMOR
The shoulder armor has a simple 
shape. This one is 3D printed but 
you can also made it out of foam. 

The paint job and the weathering 
gives the whole thing the right 
look.
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BOOTS

HAIR: SIDE CUT
Nasty has a sidecut. A full lace 
wig works perfect for that. Just 
seperate the side that has to be 
shaved and use a hair trimmer to 
trim the hair.

STOCKINGS AND BAG
The bag is made out of black and red fake leather, deco-
rated with a metallic buckle and is also weathered with 
acrylic paint.

The stockings are just normal wool stockings which were  
weathered with acrylic paint. 

BOOTS
The boots are made out of 
normal black military boots 
which were spray painted and 
weathered with normal acrylic 
paint.
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